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Abstract. With the development of cloud storage technology, data storage secu-
rity has become increasingly serious. Aiming at the problem that existing attribute-
based encryption schemes do not consider hierarchical authorities and the weight
of attribute. A hierarchical authority based weighted attribute encryption scheme
is proposed. This scheme will introduce hierarchical authorities and the weight
of attribute into the encryption scheme, so that the authorities have a hierarchical
relationship and different attributes have different importance. At the same time,
the introduction of the concept of weight makes this scheme more flexible in the
cloud storage environment and enables fine-grained access control. In addition, this
scheme implements an online/offline encryption mechanism to improve the secu-
rity of stored data. Security proof and performance analysis show that the scheme
is safe and effective, and it can resist collusion attacks by many malicious users and
authorization centers. It is more suitable for cloud storage environments than other
schemes.
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1. Introduction

With the large-scale deployment of cloud storage systems, a large amount of sensitive
data is outsourced to cloud storage servers [19,7]. However, the outsourced storage mode
of data also brings some security problems. For example, the cloud server can expose the
privacy data of the user or the enterprise without the authorization of the user for certain
benefits or curiosity. As one of the solutions, the attribute-based encryption (ABE) [20]
mechanism emerged as the times require, and has become a hot topic in recent years.
Most of the early ABE solutions were for a single authority, and the attribute private keys
of all users were distributed by a single authority, which increased the burden on the au-
thority. And in the current cloud environment [13], many scenarios involve massive users
and massive data, such as personal health record sharing systems. If us still use a single
authority in this scenario, it will cause a system bottleneck. Once the attacker breaks the
server, it will bring inevitable losses to the user, and the early encryption method is not
applicable to the current distributed computing environment. If it distributes the user’s
decryption key through multiple authorities, the resulting loss may be less. In practical
applications, multi-authority can process user attributes quickly and efficiently, and man-
age the user’s private key. To solve the problems caused by a single authority, Chase [5]
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first proposed the ABE scheme of the multi-authority, but the scheme only supports the
basic ABE algorithm and lacks the flexibility of access. In [6], in view of the hidden
dangers of the existence of central authority (CA), an improved CA-free multi-authority
ABE scheme is proposed. Yang et al. [24] proposed an effective data access control for
multi-authority cloud storage systems, which outsources the decrypted main calculations
to the cloud server. Gorasia et al. [12] proposed a multi-authority ABE scheme for fast
decryption algorithm, but did not give corresponding security proof.

Since the disadvantage of the traditional ABE mechanism is that the attribute structure
is not layered, all attributes have the same security level, and it supports only a single
assignment of attributes. Such an attribute structure makes it difficult to have flexible,
fine-grained access. Although there are many multi-authority based on attribute access
control, most of these solutions do not consider the weight of attributes, that is to say,
attributes are equal. But in practical applications, the attribute with weight has practical
significance.

Aiming at the above problems, this paper designs a flexible and efficient hierarchi-
cal authority based weighted attribute encryption scheme. Our research contributions are
summarized as follows:

1) This method uses a layered certification authority to distribute private keys for
users. On the one hand, it avoids problems such as server load operation caused by a single
certification authority; on the other hand, it facilitates management by trusted authorities.
It can achieve more efficient hierarchical management between authorities.

2) The method introduces attribute weights into the encryption scheme, so that the
highest weights of the attribute private keys distributed by the authorities of different
levels to the users are different, thereby achieving fine-grained access control. By splitting
the attributes into different sets, each level of authority selects the appropriate subset based
on the weights and distributes them to the lower authority or user. This scheme is suitable
for large authorities, which is convenient for managing users and authorities at each level,
and also improves system security.

3) This method divides the encryption process into two phases, online and offline. The
offline phase pre-processes complex calculations, while the online phase requires only
a small amount of simple calculations. The online and offline double-layer encryption
greatly improves the security of the entire encryption phase, and is suitable for cloud
computing users with limited computing power.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
research results of the other researchers, related to our research. Some preliminaries are
given in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose the scheme formalization and security model.
Next, the corresponding specific algorithm is presented. Section 6 presents the security
analysis. Section 7 gives the performance analysis of our scheme. In the final section, the
conclusion is given.

2. Related Work

The distribution of a large number of users in real life may be in a large hierarchical
authority, and there may be a relationship between authorities when distributing private
keys to users. At this time, it is necessary to consider how to achieve hierarchical access
between authorities. Ref. [22] considered the hierarchy of the authority and proposed a
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hierarchical ABE scheme, but in this scheme, there is no hierarchical difference in system
attributes. Ref. [21] proposed a layered attribute set encryption scheme, which can achieve
scalability through a layered structure. Ref. [27] began to study the attribute set and subset,
and realized the stratification between attributes. The only drawback of these two schemes
is that the connection between the authorities has not yet been given. If there is no inter-
section between the user’s attribute sets, the application in the real scene is restricted.
Subsequently, Ref. [17] proposed a hierarchical multi-authority and attribute-based en-
cryption scheme, it employs character attribute subsets to achieve flexible fine-grained
access control. In the system, trusted authority manages hierarchical attribute authorities,
but must ensure that the trusted authority is absolutely trustworthy and that it is limited
by the size of the attribute set. Ref. [1] gave the encryption scheme of the hierarchical
authority, and the scheme does not consider the problem of attribute weights. In practical
applications, each attribute has a different role and status, and the attribute has a practical
value. In this scenario, the status of each attribute in the system is equal. Therefore, the
concept of weights introduced into attributes is more suitable for the needs of practical
systems.

Subsequently, Ref. [15] proposed a ciphertext-policy weighted ABE scheme, the at-
tributes have different weights according to their importance. Ref. [23] proposed a multi-
authority based weighted attribute encryption scheme. The attribute authorities assign dif-
ferent weights to attributes according to their importance. Ref. [9] proposed a weighted
multi-authority attribute encryption based on ciphertext policy, which implements the
encryption mechanism without a trusted center. However, in this scheme, the user’s at-
tribute private key and system key are calculated by the attribute authorization center,
which causes a load of a single authorization center to be too large, and may eventu-
ally cause the attribute authority to crash. Although these schemes introduce the concept
of weights, they do not consider the hierarchical relationship between the authorities.
Ref. [8] proposed a multi-authority and hierarchical weighted attribute-based encryption
scheme, which uses different levels of authorities to distribute different weighted attribute
private keys. Thereby, finer-grained access control can be achieved, but the computational
overhead of the scheme is large.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Bilinear Pairing Map [4]

Let G1 and G2 be two multiplicative cyclic groups with the prime order P , and set the
generator of group G1 to be g. There exists a bilinear map e:G1×G1 → G2 that satisfies
the following properties:

(1) Bilinearity: for all u, v ∈ G1, a, b ∈ Zp, there is e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab.
(2) Non-degeneracy: for any g ∈ G, there is e(g, g) 6= 1.
(3) Computability: for all u, v ∈ G1, there is an effective algorithm for calculating

e(u, v) ∈ G2.

3.2. Access Structure [8]

Let {p1, p2, ..., pn} denote a set of parties, set P = 2{
p1, p2,..., pn}. Access structure A

is a non-empty subset of {p1, p2, ..., pn} , i.e. A ⊆ P\ {φ}. If the access structure A is
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monotonic, then for ∀B,C, if B ∈ A and B ⊆ C, then C ∈ A. The sets in A are the
authorized sets, and the sets outside A are unauthorized sets.

3.3. Weighted Threshold Access Structure [2]

Let U be the set of all attributes, weight function is ω: U → N , threshold is T ∈ N ,
define ω(A) =

∑
u∈A

ω(u) and Γ = {A ⊂ U : ω(A) ≥ T}. Then Γ is called as a weighted

threshold access structure on U .
Each leaf node corresponds to the weight of one attribute, and the root node corre-

sponds to the threshold. The size of the weight must be expressed as a positive integer. As
is shown in Fig. 1, an example of a weighted threshold access structure is given. Suppose
someone has three attributes: career, age and country. It distributes the corresponding
weights of the three attributes in the leaf node. When the threshold value t is less than
or equal to the sum of the weights of the three parts in the private key, it can decrypt
the ciphertext. If user A’s attribute set is {Director, 55,China}, User B’s attribute set is
{Manager, 38,Australia}. The system assigns weight values {7, 1, 1} and {9, 4, 1} to
the attribute sets of users A and B, respectively. If the system threshold is set to 11, then
the sum of the user’s attribute weights must be greater than or equal to 11. All attribute
weight values of user A add up to 9, which is less than the threshold value and cannot be
decrypted. The total weight of the user B adds up to 14, which is greater than the threshold
value, and it can decrypt the ciphertext to get the plaintext.

Threshold t

Y（Career） Y（Age） Y（Country）

User A

Director 55 China

User B

Manager 38 Australia

Fig. 1. Weighted threshold access structure

3.4. Attribute Set Split [16]

Split all the attributes in the system. For any attribute λi in the attribute set Γ = {λ1, λ2, ...,
λn}, the maximum weight is computed as:

ωi = weight(λi) (1)
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According to the calculation result ωi, the attribute λi is divided into (λi, 1), ..., (λi, ωi).
Assuming that the smallest split unit is 1 and the weights are only integers, the set formed
is the split set Γ ∗ of weighted attributes.

4. Scheme Formalization and Security Model

This paper proposes a hierarchical authority based weighted attribute encryption scheme,
which supports layering between authorities, and different attributes have different im-
portance. Different levels of authority can be used to distribute the difference in attribute
weights, enabling more fine-grained access control. In addition, because of the complex-
ity of the access policy and the number of attributes in the existing ABE scheme, the
overhead of encryption and key generation becomes large. This scheme introduces on-
line/offline encryption technology, which divides the encryption process into an offline
phase and an online phase [26]. The offline phase pre-processes complex calculations by
the data owner during idle periods. In this way, the online phase requires only a small
amount of simple calculations to generate ciphertext. This scheme is mainly composed of
the following five parts: Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Trust Authority (TA), Attribute
Authority (AA), Data owner (DO) and User.

CSP mainly provides cloud data storage service, stores data uploaded by DO; TA is
responsible for generating and distributing system parameters, and manages upper-layer
AA; upper-layer AA authorizes the lower-layer AA so that the lower-layer AA has the
right to in charge some of the user’s attributes. DO encrypts its own data and uploads it
to the CSP, which is stored by the CSP; the user sends a file request to the CSP according
to his/her needs, downloads the file from the cloud and decrypts it with the user’s secret
key. The structure of the system is shown in Fig. 2.

      AA11

TA

      Upper-layer AA

     

      TA

   AA12

      Lower-layer AA       AA23
   AA22       AA24

user user

Cloud Server

Data owner Upload ciphertext

Download ciphertext

Request file

Request file

Download ciphertext

      AA21

      AA13

Fig. 2. System architecture of hierarchical authority

In this scheme, CSP is honest and curious. That is, CSP will process cloud data strictly
according to the algorithms and protocols in the scheme, but, it will also snoop the owner’s
data as much as possible. TA is a trusted central authority, we believe TA is trustworthy,
and lower-layer AA is semi-trustworthy. The user’s attributes are primarily managed by
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all AAs in the chain of authorization centers they are in. Suppose the user’s attribute
set is Au = {A1, A2, ..., An}, and Au is automatically divided into K disjoint subsets
according to the hierarchy.

The divided subset is managed byK AAs on the AA chain and satisfies
K∑
k=1

Aku = Au.

As shown in Fig. 2 above, the user belongs toAA24, assuming that all attribute sets owned
by the user are: {Name : Java, ID : 687921, {Age : 18,Sex : Female, {Job : Manager,
Tel : 1255766}}}.

Then TA manages attribute {Name : Java, ID : 687921};A13 manages attribute {Age :
18,Sex : Female}; and A24 manages attribute {Job : Manager,Tel : 1255766}.

4.1. Concepts of the Scheme Formalization

This scheme is mainly composed of the following basic algorithms. The specific structure
is as follows:

(1) TA Setup(γ,S) → (PK,MK): Takes input as the security parameter γ and all
attribute sets S in the system, and the system outputs public key PK and the master key
MK.

(2) AA Setup(A,λ, λi, λi,j) → (MKk+1,Mj): Operates the initial algorithm with
every AA by inputting the arbitrary parameter λ, λi, λi,j and the attribute set A of the
upper-layer authority; the master key MKk+1 and the public key Mj of the lower-layer
authority are output.

(3) KeyGen(MK,Mj ,MKk+1,u)→ (PKu,SKu,SK): The user applies for a private
key to the AA. Takes input as the master key MK, Mj, user identifiers u and MKk+1 in
the system, and the system outputs the user’s system public key PKu, system private key
SKu and user’s private key SK.

(4) EncryptOffline(PK,Mj , Λ)→ IT : The data owner invokes the offline encryption
algorithm according to the system public key PK, the authority public key Mj , and the
access structure Λ to obtain the middle ciphertext IT .

(5) EncryptOnline(IT ,m, S) → CT : The data owner invokes the online encryption
algorithm according to the middle ciphertext IT , plaintext m and attribute set S, and
obtains the complete ciphertext CT uploads it to the CSP.

(6) Decrypt(MKk+1,SK,CT) → m: The user accesses the CSP and downloads
the file to the local, and then calls the decryption algorithm to decrypt the ciphertext CT
according to the private key MKk+1 of the attribute authority and the user private key SK.
If the attribute related to the user satisfies the access policy embedded in the ciphertext
CT , the decryption obtains the plaintext m; otherwise the decryption fails.

4.2. Security Model

Theorem 1: If any attacker’s advantage AdvAd(k) in the security game is negligible, then
the scheme is called CPA (Chosen-Plaintext Attack) [3] security. The following is the
construction process of choosing the plaintext security model in the security game plan.
Let the attacker be Ad and the challenger be C. The specific game process is as follows:

(1) Initial: Attacker Ad arbitrarily selects an access policy Λ∗, challenged by chal-
lenger C.
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(2) Setup: TA first executes the initialization algorithm and obtains the system public
key PK. At the same time, each attribute authority also executes an initialization algo-
rithm to obtain the public key Mj . The public key of the system and the public key of the
attribute authority are sent to the attacker Ad by the challenger C.

(3) Phase 1: Attacker Ad sends a challenged attribute split set A∗1, ..., A
∗
q requesting

the construction of a private key, which includes the subset of attributes being queried.
However, arbitrary A∗i (1 ≤ i ≤ q) and access tree structure Λ∗ are inconsistent. Chal-
lenger C sends the obtained private key Aj , A′j (1 ≤ j ≤ q) to attacker Ad after perform-
ing the key generation algorithm.

(4) Challenge: Attacker Ad selects two equal length plaintext M0 and M1, and sends
them to challenger C. Challenger C randomly selects b ∈ {0, 1} and sends the ciphertext
CT to Challenger C by encrypting the plaintext.

(5) Phase 2: Phase 1 is repeated.
(6) Guess: Attacker Ad gives a guess value b∗ ∈ {0, 1}. If b∗ = b, attacker Ad wins

the final game. The advantage of the attacker in this game is:

AdvAd(k) =

∣∣∣∣Pr[b∗ = b]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ (2)

If the advantageAdvAd(k) of attackerAd is negligible in polynomial time, it indicates
that this scheme satisfies CPA security conditions.

5. Hierarchical Authority Based Weighted Attribute Encryption
Scheme

(1) TA Setup: TA randomly selects g as a generator at the initialization stage. A bilinear
group G0, whose order is prime p, and satisfies the bilinear map e: G0 × G0 → G1. All
identifiers that represent the AA and user identity are uniformly distributed by the TA.
AA is used to verify whether the user is legitimate and the user’s identity is highly secure.
AID(AA) = {P (AA), index(AA), P (AA) ∈ Zp} represents the random serial number
of TA, and index(AA) ∈ Zp represents the random serial number that the TA distributes
for AA.

The first |Γ ∗| elements in Zp are randomly selected, i.e. 1, 2, ..., |Γ ∗| ( mod p). Set the
recursion depth of the user key structure to 2 for the first time. Then randomly select l1, l2,
set L1 = gl1 , L2 = gl2 , D1 = g

1
l1 , D2 = g

1
l2 . Finally, choose α, y, {β1, β2} ∈ Zp, h ∈

G0 randomly fromZp, output the system public key asPK = {G0, GT , g, L1, L2, D1, D2,
e(g, g)α} and the system master key MK = {l1, l2, gα}.

(2) AA Setup: After the TA is initialized, a global identifier AID is generated for
each AA to indicate the uniqueness of the identity. When the number of AA is N , the
authority of each layer distributes keys for users according to the weighted attributes. It
is assumed that the attribute set of the kth layer authority is Ak = {a1, ..., ank}, and the
corresponding attribute split set is A′k. Let |A′k| = n′k, take the first n′k elements in Zp,
i.e. 1, ..., n′k(modp). Then, randomly select r1, ..., r

′
nk
∈ Zp, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , the public key

of the AA is:
Mj = (e(g, g)c, grj )(1 ≤ j ≤ n′k) (3)
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1) Upper-layer AA Authorization: The system randomly selects parameter c and at-
tribute setA = {A0, A1, ..., An}. The first layer attribute isA0, andAi = {(λi, 1), ..., (λi,
ωi)}(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is the attribute split set. When TA initializes AA, A is represented by
randomly selected λ ∈ Zp, Ai ∈ A is represented by λi ∈ Zp, and ai,j is represented by
λi,j ∈ Zp. The master key of the upper-layer AA is:

MK0 = {A, gα,K = g
λ−α
β1 ,Ki,j = gλi ·H(ai,j)

λi,j ,

K ′i,j = g
1

λi,j (0 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ n), Di = g
λ−λi
β2 (1 ≤ i ≤ n)}

(4)

Di can be converted during the match of attributes to decrypt. When converting, Di
D′i

can go from λ′i to λi.
2) Lower-layer AA Authorization: The upper-layer authority authorizes the authority

to enter the system after verifying the identity of the lower-layer authority. Let A denote
the attribute set of the upper-layer AA and A′ denote the attribute set of the lower-layer
AA to satisfyA′ ⊂ A. TheAAk+1’s master key is distributed through theAAk. As above,
AAk randomly selects λ′ ∈ Zp forA′ and λ′i ∈ Zp forA′i ∈ A′, λ′i,j ∈ Zp, a′i,j ∈ A′i, 0 ≤
i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then AAk+1’s master key is:

MKk+1 = {A′, gα,K ′ = K · g
λ′(λ−α)

β1 ,K ′i,j = Ki,j · gλ
′
i ·H(a′i,j)

λ′i,j ,

K
′′

i,j = K ′i,j · gλ
′
i,j (0 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n), D′i = Di · g

λ′+λ′i
β2 }

(5)

Among them, K, Ki,j , Di are the corresponding items in AAk.
(3) Key Generation: The user first applies for the private key to the lower layer AA.

If the lower layer AA cannot generate the required weight attribute private key component
for the user, then the request is handed over to the upper layer AA. If the upper layer AA
is still unable to authorize, the user continues to go up. The application is handed over
until a level of authority is able to satisfy the user’s request.

1) User System Private Key Generation: The TA generates a system private key for
a user who temporarily joins the system and sends a certificate. After the MK and the
user’s identity identifier u are entered into the system, TA randomly selects zu ∈ Zp.
Calculate the public key of the system according to equation (6) and output:

PKu = gZu (6)

Calculate the user’s system private key:

SKu = gαhyZu (7)

2) User Private Key Generation: TA assigns each AA a unique identifier AID and
sends a verification code to AA to verify the validity of its certificate. AA first verifies the
validity of the user’s uid and then accepts the user’s request for a private key. When the
user has S attribute sets, the split set of weighted attributes is S′. The TA transmits the user
system private key SKu to each AA. Each AA will obtain the certificate Certificate (u)
submitted by the user and will also receive the verification code sent by the TA. The
validity of the user certificate is verified by the verification code. After the verification is
passed, it is determined whether the user’s attribute exists in the authority, and after the
existence is confirmed, the user private key is distributed to the user.
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If the kth layer authority of the system directly operates on the user, then the K TAs
will jointly manage the user attributes dispersed at each layer. The user attribute split set
on the k ≤ K layer AA is denoted byAk = {A1

k, A2
k, ..., An

k}. The kth layer authority
randomly generates an identifier AID, which is denoted by c. λ̃k ∈ Zp, λ̃ki ∈ Zp, λ̃ki,j ∈
Zp, r′ ∈ AID is arbitrarily selected by AA, output the user’s private key:

SK = (gc, Ak, D = g
λ̃k−r′
β1,k , P = gαgu/λgλ

′r′ ,P′ =gr
′
, Dj = gλ̃

k
i /λ
′ ·H(ai,j

k)λ̃
k
i,j ,

D′j = gλ·λ̃
k
i,j (0 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ n))

(8)
(4) Encrypt: The encryption algorithm of this scheme divides the encryption process

into two parts: online/offline. In this algorithm, user attributes are classified and each
attribute has a public key. The intermediate ciphertext is obtained by encryption during
the offline phase; after the user attribute set and plaintext are known in the online phase,
it quickly generates these intermediate ciphertexts into complete ciphertexts by a simple
calculation. The data owner encrypts his data through the encryption algorithm and then
uploads the generated ciphertext to the CSP storage. The main encryption algorithms are
as follows:

1) Offline Encryption: The system public key PK, the attribute authority public key
Mj , and the access treeΛ are input into the system, and the node x threshold is represented
by kx. Each node x in the tree corresponds to a polynomial qx. Starting from the root
node R, the relation dx = kx − 1 is satisfied. If x is a leaf node, dx = 0 is satisfied.
Select random number s ∈ Zp, let qR(0) = s, the other node x set value: qx(0) =
qparent(index(x)). Optionally a polynomial qx whose order is dx. Y denotes the set of
all leaf nodes, Y ′ denotes the split set of weighted attributes, attr (x) denotes x ∈ Y
attributes, and the middle ciphertext is calculated: IT = (C0, C1, C2,M,Λ).{

M =
∏
c∈IA

e(g, g)
αs
, C0 = gs

C1 = gλ
′qx(0), C2 = H(attr(x))qx(0)

(9)

2) Online Encryption: Input middle ciphertext IT , plaintext message m and user’s
attribute set Ak = {a1, ..., ank} into the system. Calculated according to equation (10),
where IA is the smallest attribute set of the user and the complete ciphertext is output:
CT = (IT,C).

C = m
∏

c∈IA,xni∈A
(e(g, g)

λn)
xni = m

∏
c∈IA,xni∈A

e(g, g)
λnxni = mM (10)

(5) Decrypt: The user downloads the file to be accessed from the CSP and then
decrypts it with the obtained user private key. The premise of ciphertext decryption is
that the identifier AID of the TA in the ciphertext and the private key component of
the user are the same, and when the attribute possessed by the user satisfies the struc-
ture of the access tree Λ, i.e.

∑
p∈{S′∩Y ′}

weight(p) ≥ t. Selecting t elements from the set

K = {S′ ∩ Y ′} decrypts the ciphertext to get the plaintext. otherwise it returns ⊥. Call
Decrypt(MKk+1,SK,CT) → m, for any node x in the access tree, after executing the
recursive algorithm, get a set Sx. When the user’s attribute set matches the access struc-
ture of the ciphertext in the authority of this layer, an arbitrary value i ∈ S is selected,
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and the recursive function is executed from the root node. Otherwise, the null value is
returned. For any node x: If i ∈ Ac∈IA , set i = attr(x), calculate:

e(C1(i),Di)
e(C2(i),D′i)

=
e(gλ

′qx(0),g
λ̃k
i
/λ′ ·H(aki,j)

λ̃
k

i,j )

e(H(i)qx(0),g
λ′·λ̃k

i,j )

= e(gλ
′qx(0),g

tλ̃
k

i,j )·e(gλ
′qx(0),g

λ̃k
i
/λ′

)

e(gtqx(0),g
λ′·λ̃k

i,j )

= e(g, g)λ̃
k
i qx(0)

(11)

If i /∈ Ac∈IA , this algorithm has no solution and returns ⊥. If and only if the user’s
attribute set

∑
c∈IA A matches the access tree Λ, the equation (12) is calculated by the

Lagrange mean value theorem, then the equation (13) is calculated, and the equation (14)
is finally calculated, as follows:{

e(g, g)λ̃
k
i qx(0) = e(g, g)λ̃

k
i s

e(g, g)IAλ̃
k
i qx(0) = e(g, g)IAλ̃

k
i s

(12)

∏
c∈IA

e(C0,P )
e(C1,P′)

=
∏
c∈IA

e(gs,gαgu/λgλ
′r′ )

e(gλ′s,gr′ )
=
∏
c∈IA

e(gs,gλ
′r′ )e(gs,gαgu/λ)

e(gλ′s,gr′ )

= e(g, g)IAus/λ
∏
c∈IA

e(g, g)
αs (13)

e(g, g)
IAus/λ ∏

c∈IA
e(g, g)

αs

e(g, g)
IAus/λ

=
∏
c∈IA

e(g, g)
αs

=M (14)

Output plaintext: m = C
M .

Finally, the user who meets the ciphertext access policy can decrypt the ciphertextCT
and get the plaintext m to be accessed; if it is not satisfied, it can not be decrypted, and
the file to be accessed cannot be obtained.

6. Security Analysis

6.1. Security Proof

The proof of security of this scheme is based on the difficult problem of DBDH (Deci-
sional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman) [10]. If the attacker’s advantage AdvAd(k) is negligible,
it indicates that the solution is to satisfy CPA security. The theorem of CPA security is
given below, which is proved by proof by contradiction.

Theorem 2: If the advantage of solving DBDH problem on (G0, G1) is negligible,
then the DBDH assumption is established on (G0, G1), i.e. the scheme is CPA safe under
the standard model.

Proof: Use proof by contradiction to prove. Assuming an attacker’s advantageAdvAd(k)
is not negligible in polynomial time, the attacker wins. Use the following games to further
illustrate:

(1) Initial: Attacker Ad randomly selects an access policy Λ∗.
(2) Setup: Simulator K runs an ”Initial” algorithm to obtain the system’s public key

PK = {G0, GT , g, L1, L2, D1, D2, e(g, g)
α} and the system’s master keyMK = {l1, l2,
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gα}. Challenger C saves the master key MK itself, and the system public key is sent to
attacker Ad.

(3) Phase 1: AttackerAd sends a private key access request for the partitioned attribute
set A1

∗, A2
∗, ..., Aq

∗. Note that Ai∗(1 < i < q) is completely mismatched with the
structure Λ∗ of the access tree. Perform private key generation algorithm:

SK = (gc, Ak, D = g
λ̃k−r′
β1,k , P = gαgu/λgλ

′r′ ,P′ =gr
′
, Dj = gλ̃

k
i /λ
′ ·H(aki.j)

λ̃ki,j ,

D′j = gλ·λ̃
k

i,j (0 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ n))
(15)

Send the private key to attacker Ad.
(4) Challenge: Attacker Ad sends two equal length plaintext M0, M1 and challenged

access structure Λ∗ to challenger C. Attacker Ad did not find Challenger C’s key during
the query phase and the simulator randomly selected a bit attribute η ∈ {0, 1}. First,
calculate C0, C1,C2 and M . Under access structure Λ∗, encrypt the plaintext Mη offline
to obtain the middle ciphertext: IT = (C0, C1, C2,M,Λ∗). Calculate:

Ĉ =Mη

∏
c∈IA,xni∈A

(e(g, g)
λn)

xni =Mη

∏
c∈IA,xni∈A

e(g, g)
λnxni =MηM (16)

When b = 0, define equation (17)

Z = e(g, g)abc (17)

Let bc = θ, Ĉ be ciphertext, so:

Ĉ =Mη · e(g, g)aθ (18)

Otherwise, when b = 1, there is:{
Z = e(g, g)z

Ĉ =Mη · Z =Mη · e(g, g)z (19)

Since z is randomly selected, Ĉ obtained at this time is a random element, and Ĉ does
not include information related to Mη .

(5) Phase 2: Attacker Ad repeatedly sends a private key request for user attribute set
A∗1, A

∗
2, ..., A

∗
q , i.e. A∗1, A

∗
2, ..., A

∗
q does not meet the access structure Λ∗ in the ciphertext.

(6) Guess: Attacker Ad outputs a conjecture on η. If η′ = η, the attacker guesses cor-
rectly and the simulator outputs b′ = 0, indicating that the tuple received by the simulator
is the DBDH tuple (g, ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)abc). Otherwise, the simulator outputs b′ = 1,
which is a five-tuple (g, ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)z). In the above game, if b = 1, the attacker is
not receiving any information related to the ciphertext Mη , i.e.

Pr[η′ 6= η |b = 1] =
1

2
(20)

Because, if η′ 6= η, the simulator guesses b′ = 1, then

Pr[b′ = b |b = 1] =
1

2
(21)
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When b = 0, the attacker gets a ciphertextMη of a scheme. By definition, the attacker
has a non-negligible advantage ε to break this scheme, so

Pr[η′ = η |b = 0] = ε+
1

2
(22)

Because, if η′ = η, the simulator will guess b′ = 0, so there is

Pr[b′ = b |b = 0] = ε+
1

2
(23)

So in the above game, the simulator correctly guesses the advantage of b′ = b is:

AdvC = Pr[b′ = b]− 1
2

= 1
2 Pr[b′ = b |b = 1] + 1

2 Pr[b′ = b |b = 0]− 1
2

= 1
2 ·

1
2 + 1

2 · (
1
2 + ε)− 1

2
= ε

2

(24)

Based on the definition and the above security game, in any polynomial-time algo-
rithm, the advantage of attacker Ad winning the game is negligible, so the scheme is CPA
safe.

6.2. Security Analysis

(1) Collusion Resistance: When each user is registered, the TA will distribute a unique
uid for it. Generate the user’s system private key by randomizing parameters:

SKu = gαhyzu (25)

The TA distributes random AID to each layer of AA. The TA first splits the user’s
attribute set according to the size of the weight value, and the attribute split set is sent by
the TA to the AA of each layer. Before AA distributes the attribute private key for users, it
first verifies the validity of each user’s AID. If the attribute of the user belongs to the layer

AA, the user private key SK = (gc, Ak, D = g
λ̃k−r′
β1,k , P = gαgu/λgλ

′r′ ,P′ =gr
′
, Dj =

gλ̃
k
i /λ
′ · H(aki.j)

λ̃
k

i,j , D′j = gλ·λ̃
k

i,j (0 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ n)) is distributed for it. Each
user’s private key is also formed by the serial number and randomization parameters, so
that at the time of decryption, each user’s private key is embedded with a different random
value [11]. During encryption, the encryption exponent s, the random numbers λ, λn and
the weighted split set parameter x are all embedded in different ciphertext segments. If
multiple users collusion, even if H(attr(x))qx(0) is recovered, the random numbers of
different users cannot recover gs and gλ

′qx(0). Therefore, the middle ciphertext IT cannot
be recovered, and the final ciphertext cannot be recovered. In the end, the collusion user
could not decrypt the ciphertext and thus well achieved the collusion resistance attack.

(2) Hierarchical Authority Security: When the user decrypts, the TA needs to gen-
erate the user’s system private key, and the AA of this layer generates the AA private key
to jointly constitute the user’s private key [25]. If the TA is compromised, the user’s sys-
tem private key may be exposed, but it cannot be decrypted with the system private key.
If any AA is compromised, the attribute key may be exposed and the ciphertext cannot be
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decrypted accurately. In summary, multi-authority can collectively manage keys, reduc-
ing the heavy workload of a single authority, and improve the security of the system and
reduce the overall risk.

(3) Access Policy Flexibility: It allows the intersection between user attributes of this
scheme and the expression of access policy is also more flexible. The attribute sets of
multiple users can also be queried. The entire process is based on the encryption of data
by the data owner.

(4) System Scalability: This scheme extends from TA to multi-authority to jointly
manage user’s keys. This has reduced the workload of the previous single authority and
improved the work efficiency. At the same time, the security of the entire system has also
been improved.

7. Performance Analysis

7.1. Performance Comparison

The above security proofs show that this scheme is CPA safe. This scheme and existing
schemes [6], [23] and [14] are compared and analyzed in terms of function and perfor-
mance. It shows the results in Table 1.

In Table 1, suppose n is the number of attributes in the access policy. The pairing
operation, exponentiation operation of G1, exponentiation operation of G2 are denoted
by Tp, Te1, Te2 respectively.

Table 1. Performance Comparison of Related Schemes

Schemes Data encryption Data decryption Multi-authority Weighted attribute Hierarchical
[6] 2nTe1 +Te2 +Tp 3Te2 +Tp

√
× ×

[14] (2n+ 1)Te1 +Te2 +Tp Tp

√
×

√

[23] nTe1 +Te2 +Tp 2Te2

√ √
×

Our scheme nTe2 Te2

√ √ √

From Table 1, we can see that in [6], the use of multi-authority to reduce the pressure
on the central authority to manage and distribute private keys is considered. However,
in this scheme, the problem of authority hierarchy and weighted attribute is not con-
sidered, and more fine-grained access control policies cannot be implemented. Although
Ref. [14] introduces a hierarchical approach to solve the hierarchical relationship between
multi-authority. However, in this scheme, the attribute sets managed by different levels of
authority are equally important, and the status of each attribute in the system is equal.
Ref. [23] distinguishes the importance of different attributes by introducing weighted at-
tributes, but the scheme does not consider the hierarchical constraints among the various
authorities. This makes it possible for some unreliable authorities to distribute the private
key corresponding to the attribute with a relatively large weight, which brings certain se-
curity risks to the encryption system. The scheme proposed in this paper, it adopts the
hierarchy to solve the hierarchical relationship among multi-authority, and weighted at-
tributes are introduced to distinguish the importance of different attributes, making the
actual system more secure and flexible.
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From Table 1, it can be seen that the encryption cost in [14] is large. Since the en-
cryption phase of the scheme proposed in this paper is divided into two online and offline
processes, most of the tedious calculation processes are placed in the offline stage, which
greatly reduces the computational cost of the encryption stage. From the table, it can be
seen that the encryption cost of the scheme proposed in this paper is much smaller than
the other three schemes. In terms of decryption cost, the cost of [6] has experienced three
exponential operations and one pairing operation. Ref. [14] runs a partial decryption algo-
rithm, which requires a pairing operation to recover the plaintext. However, in [23], users
need to perform two exponential operations when decrypting. When the scheme proposed
in this paper is decrypted, only one exponential operation needs to be performed. Overall,
the scheme proposed in this paper is relatively excellent, and it has improved in terms of
function and performance, and is more suitable for cloud environments.

7.2. Simulation Evaluation

In order to show the performance of this scheme more intuitively, this paper selects
scheme [1] and scheme [8] to carry out simulation experiments, and evaluates the ef-
fectiveness of the scheme through experiments. The implementation is on a Linux system
with CPU i5-6500 at 3.20GHZ and the memory is 8GB. The implementation adopts a
224-bit elliptic curve group from Pairing-Based Cryptography Library [18] and based on
the CP-ABE package. It shows the experimental results in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

The complexity of the access policy affects computational and communication over-
head. We generate the form of the access strategy (A1, A2, ..., An) to simulate the worst
environment, andAi,i∈(1,n) is an attribute. We set distinct access policies in this form and
the number of user’s attributes vary from 10 to 50. It must compare all the attributes of
user that can know whether his/her attributes satisfy the access policy or not. The time is
given in milliseconds.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of encryption time

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the encryption time and the number of at-
tributes. The encryption time of the two schemes increases as the number of attributes in-
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creases. As can be seen from the figure, the encryption time cost of the proposed scheme
is obviously less than that of scheme [8]. This is because the encryption phase of the
scheme proposed in this paper is divided into two phases: online and offline. Most of the
encryption calculations are completed in the offline phase.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of decryption time

As shown in Fig. 4, the comparison of the decryption time consumption for the scheme
proposed in this paper and scheme [1]. As can be seen from the figure, the decryption time
of the scheme proposed in this paper is less than that of scheme [1], and with the increase
of the number of attributes, the advantages of the scheme proposed in this paper become
more obvious. This is because in the process of decryption, the amount of calculation of
scheme [1] is large, while the scheme proposed in this paper only needs to perform one
exponent operation and the efficiency is high.

8. Conclusions

For the problem of cloud storage security, this paper proposes a hierarchical authority
based weighted attribute encryption scheme. Through the introduction of the mechanisms
of hierarchical authorities and the weight of attribute. There is a hierarchical relationship
among the authorities, different attributes have different importance, a more fine-grained
access control is achieved, and the security of the system is enhanced. By performing on-
line and offline encryption mechanisms, it places most of the tedious calculation processes
on the offline stage, greatly reducing the amount of computation in the encryption stage
and reducing the computational cost. Compared with other schemes, the decryption cost
is also reduced, which improves the operating efficiency of the system. Through security
analysis and comparison, it is shown that the scheme proposed in this paper is safe and
efficient under the cloud storage environment.
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